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35 U.S.C. § 101 – Judicial Exceptions
•

Supreme Court has long held that § 101 excludes certain subject
matter from patent eligibility:
– Abstract Ideas
– Laws of Nature/Natural Principles
– Natural Phenomena (including Products of Nature)

•

High level of judicial activity in this area recently
– 4 Supreme Court decisions since 2010 (Bilski, Mayo, Myriad, Alice
Corp.)
– More than 25 precedential Federal Circuit decisions since Alice Corp.
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Interim Eligibility Guidance (& Updates)
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•

Explains the USPTO’s interpretation
of subject matter eligibility
requirements in view of case law

•

Sets forth uniform procedure for
examination implementing the twopart analysis from Alice Corp./Mayo
(called Steps 2A & 2B in the IEG)

•

Updated periodically in response to
judicial developments and public
feedback

Examples
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•

Six sets of examples show how
to use the IEG to analyze various
fact patterns

•

Include eligible and ineligible
claims, in accordance with case
law and based on hypothetical
fact patterns

•

Address technologies, such as
biotechnology, pharmaceuticals,
business methods, computerrelated inventions, and software

Identifying Abstract Ideas
•

Guidance directs examiners to identify abstract ideas based on
similarity to concepts previously identified as abstract (IEG & July
2015 Update)
– Concepts from case law are associated with four judicial descriptors
such as “an idea of itself” (July 2015 Update & Quick Reference Sheets)
– Enfish and McRO explained that claims directed to improvements in
computer-related technology are not necessarily directed to abstract
ideas (May 2016 and November 2016 Memos)

•
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Clarifies how to identify and explain the abstract idea if a rejection is
made (May 2016 Update)

Concepts From Case Law
•

Quick Reference Sheet groups abstract
ideas to help examiners identify pertinent
cases, for example:
– Classen’s concept of collecting and
comparing known information is listed with
other “idea of itself” and mental process
concepts
– Grams’ algorithm for calculating
parameters indicating an abnormal
condition is listed with other mathematical
relationship concepts

•
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Chart of Court Decisions provides further
information about cases

Identifying Laws of Nature
and Natural Phenomena
•

Guidance discusses cases where courts did (and did not) identify
laws of nature and natural phenomena (IEG & July 2016 Memo)
– Rapid Lit. Mgmt. emphasized that the focus or end result of a process
claim determines whether it is directed to a judicial exception in Step 2A
(July 2016 Memo)
– Information on recent cases identifying exceptions, e.g., Genetic Tech
identified a correlation between non-coding and coding regions of DNA
(linkage disequilibrium) as a law of nature, and Sequenom identified the
existence of cell-free fetal DNA in maternal blood as a natural
phenomenon (Chart of Court Decisions)

•
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Clarifies how to identify and explain the law of nature if a rejection is
made (May 2016 Update)

Claims That Are Not Directed To
An Exception
•

Examples build on cases identifying claims that are not directed to
laws of nature or natural phenomena, e.g.:
– Example 32 based on Eibel Process (gravity-fed paper-making machine)
– Example 33 based on Tilghman (method of hydrolyzing fat)

•

Examples stretch beyond cases, e.g., by presenting claims that
contain similar limitations but do not recite judicial exceptions
– Example 29 claim 1 based on Mayo (without the laws of nature) and
claim 7 based on Classen (without the abstract idea)
– Example 31 claims 75 and 85 are based on Ambry Genetics (without the
abstract idea)
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Identifying Products of Nature
•

Guidance explains that the Markedly Different Characteristics
(MDC) analysis is used to determine if a nature-based product is a
“product of nature” exception (IEG & July 2015 Update)
– Myriad (2013) emphasized that Supreme Court eligibility precedent
such as Chakrabarty and Funk Brothers is still applicable today
– Roslin (2014) demonstrated that Myriad decision applies to more than
just DNA

•
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Clarifies how to identify and explain the product of nature if a
rejection is made (May 2016 Update)

When To Perform MDC Analysis
•

General rule in guidance that process claim is not directed to
products of nature recited therein
– Based on Tilghman and Eibel Process, and reinforced by Rapid Lit.
Mgmt. (method of cryopreserving hepatocytes not focused on an
exception)
– Claims illustrating this concept are in streamlined examples 32 & 33,
example 11 (method of treatment claims), & examples 29 & 31

•

Exception to rule when process claim is drafted such that it focuses
on the product recited therein
– Illustrated in Sequenom (method of amplifying cell-free fetal DNA is
focused on observing existence of this DNA)
– Claim illustrating this concept is “providing a pomelo” in example 10
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What Is A “Marked” Difference
•

Examples build on cases identifying products that had markedly
different characteristics:
– Example 13 based on Chakrabarty (genetically-modified bacterium)
– Example 15 based on Myriad (cDNA with modified sequence)

•

Examples stretch beyond cases, e.g., by identifying small changes
as markedly different, or by expanding type of characteristics
evaluated
– Examples 16 (engineered Abs), 28 (inactivated or attenuated virus), and
30 (gel or granulated form) demonstrate how minor and routine changes
can create MDC
– Examples 17, 28 and 30 demonstrate how changes in function (e.g.,
rate of cell growth, immunogenic effect, changed taste) resulting from
the combination of naturally occurring substances can create MDC
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Evaluating Significantly More
•

Guidance directs examiners to evaluate whether the claim as a
whole amounts to significantly more than the judicial exception
(IEG & July 2015 Update)
– Vitally important to consider additional elements in combination (July
2015 & May 2016 Updates)
– BASCOM emphasized the importance of considering the combination of
additional elements (November 2016 Memo)

•
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Clarifies how to explain why the additional limitations do not amount
to significantly more than the judicial exception if a rejection is made
(May 2016 Update)

Claims Held Eligible in Step 2B
(Excerpt from December 2016 Quick Reference Sheet)
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What Is Significantly More
In The Life Sciences
•

Examples build on cases identifying claims that amount to
significantly more:
– Example 29 claims 5 and 6 based on Classen (treatment steps)
– Example 29 claim 6 also based on Diehr (combined steps integrate
exception in manner that changes result of process)

•

Examples stretch beyond cases, e.g., by illustrating ways in which
claims can amount to more than conventional and generic activity
– Example 29 claims 3 and 4 (detecting julitis protein with specific Abs)
demonstrates how unconventional reagents can add significantly more
– Example 31 claims 70 and 80 (measuring with SNOM or amplifying with
hypothetical “Cool-Melt” PCR) demonstrate how unconventional
techniques can add significantly more
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Examiner Training
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Next Steps
• Ongoing public comment period
– Views and comments obtained from several roundtable events on
eligibility and quality
– Feedback from the public and the examining corps is being
analyzed
– Additional information expected from quality case studies
regarding subject matter eligibility

• Federal Circuit decisions relating to subject matter
eligibility may continue to fill in gaps
• May develop additional examples and training
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Judicial Developments: Cleveland Clinic
Representative Claim 11. A method for
assessing a test subject’s risk of having
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease,
comprising:
comparing levels of MPO in a bodily sample
from the test subject with levels of MPO in
comparable bodily samples from control
subjects diagnosed as not having the disease,
said bodily sample being blood, serum, plasma,
blood leukocytes …, or any combination thereof;
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wherein elevated levels of MPO in the bodily
sample from the test subject relative to the
levels of MPO in the comparable bodily samples
from control subjects is indicative of the extent
of the test subject’s risk of having
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease [CVD].

•

To be argued at Federal
Circuit in Spring 2017

•

Issues include:
– Whether claim is
directed to a law of
nature (relationship
between MPO and
CVD)
– Whether steps are more
than mental processes
– Whether novelty of
exception or additional
elements amounts to
significantly more

Judicial Developments: Vanda Pharm.
Representative Claim 1. A method for treating a patient with
iloperidone, wherein the patient is suffering from
schizophrenia, the method comprising the steps of:

•

Currently in briefing at the
Federal Circuit

determining whether the patient is a CYP2D6 poor
metabolizer … and

•

Issues include:
– Whether claim is
directed to a law of
nature (relationship
among iloperidone,
CYP2D6 metabolism,
and QTc prolongation)

if the patient has a CYP2D6 poor metabolizer genotype, then
internally administering iloperidone to the patient in an amount
of 12 mg/day or less, and
if the patient does not have a CYP2D6 poor metabolizer
genotype, then internally administering iloperidone to the
patient in an amount that is greater than 12 mg/day, up to 24
mg/day,
wherein a risk of QTc prolongation for a patient having a
CYP2D6 poor metabolizer genotype is lower following the
internal administration of 12 mg/day or less than it would be if
the iloperidone were administered in an amount of greater
than 12 mg/day, up to 24 mg/day.
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– Whether unconventional
dosage steps amount to
significantly more

Additional Resources
• Interim Eligibility Guidance
https://www.uspto.gov/patent/laws-and-regulations/examination-policy/
subject-matter-eligibility
– Includes guidance documents, example sets, training materials, and
relevant case law
– Includes links to public comments
– Any updates will be posted to this page

• General examination guidance and training materials
http://www.uspto.gov/patent/laws-and-regulations/examination-policy/
examination-guidance-and-training-materials
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Contact Information:
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(571) 272-7744
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